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85UNDER

Managed Private Cloud,
SECURE AND ON DEMAND
Using 85under’s IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), your team can enhance its IT infrastructure based on the
business requirements. Leveraging our cloud expertise takes away the concerns regarding security, backups,
and maintenance. Our certified experts manage your private cloud to ensure it stays in top notch shape.
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Security

Network Security

Enjoy peace of mind with isolation and other security
features not available on public clouds.

Value

Get the security you need, we’ll keep you isolated in your
environment at all layers. Firewalls and Intrusion
Prevention can be added for additional security. Our team
can help with security audits and compliance adherence.

Optimize your hardware usage based on your budget.

Data Backups

Agility
Quickly add or reduce virtual machines in accordance with
changing organizational needs.

Flexibility
Easily scale to accommodate the ebbs and flows of your
business.

Enterprise Hardware

85under will keep your data safe powered by Veeam
Backup Solutions. Ask us how we can help you design your
Disaster Recovery Plan.

Customizable
Hybrid solutions give you the best of both worlds; cost
effectiveness and security.

Scalable
We’ll help you grow as your computing needs increase.

Let our team design your private cloud using enterprise
class hardware. We can customize a hardware solution
that fits your needs.

Availability
We’ll design a redundant system at the host server,
storage and networking layer. We have internet
connections from 4 major providers to ensure you’re
always connected to your resources.

Manage
Let our team manage your private cloud and ensure its
optimally tuned for your needs.

About Us
What makes us Unique
Underground - Our datacenter is 85 feet underground
Bandwidth - Gigabit Speed Burstable
Selection - Custom Server Components - Select Cores, RAM and Storage individually. Buy
only what you need
Simplicity - Microsoft Licensing Month to Month On Demand
Accommodating - Host your own hardware (or lease dedicated) on the same network as your
cloud server (colocation)
Managed - pulse85 offers a persistent team assigned and dedicated to you (get to know them
by name!)

Supported Operating Systems

Enterprise Hardware
Technical Specifications
Cisco Server Hardware

Cisco Firewall and Intrusion Prevention

IBM Enterprise-class SAN infrastructure

Create Server Template Images

Cisco Datacenter Switching Infrastructure

Microsoft and Linux Operating Systems

Data Center Power - Failover N+1

Add SQL Server 2008 R2 or 2012 DB

Multi Homed Fiber Internet - Burstable to Gbit

Managed Server option with Pulse85
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